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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. AP25 of 1997	ON APPEAL from the judgment of 
		Chief Justice Martin given 3 October 
		1997 in proceedings No. JA 22 of 1997

		BETWEEN:

		SALLY ANN DENISE WATSON
							Appellant

		AND:

		ROBIN LAURENCE TRENERRY
							Respondent

No. AP26 of 1997

		BETWEEN:

		VAUGHAN LEWIS WILLIAMS
							Appellant

		AND:

		ROBIN LAURENCE TRENERRY
							Respondent

CORAM:	ANGEL, MILDREN JJ and GRAY AJ


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 26 May 1998)

	ANGEL J:	On the morning of 7 December 1995 there took place on the footpath and carriageway of Harry Chan Avenue in Darwin a protest to mark the twentieth anniversary of the Indonesian occupation of East Timor.  The protest took place outside the two metre iron railing fence of the Indonesian Embassy.  Each appellant was charged with an offence that in the course of the protest they behaved in a disorderly manner in a public place, namely Harry Chan Avenue, contrary to s47(a) Summary Offences Act.  On 31 January 1997 each appellant was found guilty as charged.  Each appellant appealed from the decision of the learned magistrate.  The appeals were heard by Martin CJ who dismissed each appeal on 3 October 1997.  

In dismissing the appeals the learned Chief Justice said:

“His Worship’s finding was objective, being made in the light of all the circumstances as found by him.  I do not consider that he erred.  Waving burning flags in the vicinity of others and setting a fire on a public street in the circumstances proved, have the required tendency and were acts sufficiently serious to justify the application of the criminal law.

I am unpersuaded by the appellant’s claims to immunity upon the basis that what they did was in the course of political protest.  Political protest of this type has a tendency to disturb the peace.  Neither the protesters’ views as to the righteousness of their cause nor as to the appropriateness of their actions can make what is unlawful lawful.  Motive is irrelevant.”

	The constitutional arguments before this Court aside, each appeal turns, not on a point of law, but on a conclusion of mixed law and fact to which this Court is brought by undisputed facts.  The question in each appeal is whether the admitted conduct of the appellant is sufficiently disorderly to be in breach of the statute which is in each case a question of degree, see per Turner J, in Melser and Others v Police [1967] NZLR 437 at 444.

	Before turning to the learned magistrate’s reasons to ascertain the relevant findings it is necessary to understand the narrow confines of the appeals.  The appellants were charged severally.  The impugned conduct attributed to each appellant was the conduct of each appellant individually.  When called upon to provide particulars of the behaviour said to be disorderly the prosecutor did not say either appellant was allegedly responsible for the acts of others.  The complaints made no reference to s8 (Offences committed in prosecution of common purpose) or s12 (Abettors and Accessories before the fact) Criminal Code.  Those matters were never mentioned at the trial.  The appellants, who were conducting their own defences, were never told that they were to be held responsible for the actions of others or of the group.  Each appellant conducted his and her defence on the basis their individual behaviour was in question.  It was not part of the prosecution case that they were involved in some joint enterprise or that they acted in concert or had aided or abetted each other or any other participant in the protest.  In the course of the protest some flags were burned.  Whilst the burning of the flags may have constituted some symbolic speech or statement directed towards the Indonesian Embassy it was no part of the prosecution case that any statement or insult constituted thereby formed part of the prosecution case.  It was not part of the prosecution case that it was unlawful to light a fire in a public place or on a roadway.  It was not suggested that some permit was required by the appellants to do what they did.  They were not shown to have consciously disobeyed a known police instruction.  Nor was the assembly on Harry Chan Avenue said to be an unlawful assembly; indeed the learned magistrate expressly found the occasion to be a lawful one.  Whilst there was some evidence of hindrance to traffic occasioned by the assembly, that formed no part of the prosecution case.  Neither appellant was said to have obstructed the public use of Harry Chan Avenue in contravention of s59(1)(d) of the Control of Roads Act (NT).  The prosecution case before the learned magistrate and as argued before this Court was that each appellant had committed the offence of disorderly behaviour by holding aloft a burning flag, that is all, whilst standing in a circle with other participants who also held burning flags.  There were twenty flags in all, one to mark each year of the anniversary of the Indonesian occupation of East Timor.

	The learned magistrate found that what he called “the incident of the flag burning” occurred after what the learned magistrate called “the circular and oval parade”.  Twenty flags, soaked in kerosene, were distributed amongst members of the gathering (including the appellants).  The flag holders paraded in a circular fashion across Harry Chan Avenue from one footpath to another.  In the course of that parade they draped the flags along the ground and at times held them aloft.  Thereafter one flag was set alight.  The holder of that flag and the identity of who set it alight are unknown.  The other flag holders, including the appellants, lit their flags from the burning flag and stood in a circle with the burning flags held aloft and pointing towards the centre of the circle.  After thirty seconds or so the burning remnants were dropped or tossed on the carriage-way about one metre or so from the curb side adjacent to the Indonesian Embassy.  All this occurred in the presence of Police who were present by pre-arrangement with the organisers of the protest and in the presence of a Fire Brigade Unit which was present by prearrangement with the Police.  The Fire Brigade extinguished the pile of burning remnants of the flags on being directed to do so by the Police.  Protesters then cleaned up the mess.

	There was a parked vehicle in the vicinity of this theatre and the learned magistrate found there was no danger to the vehicle.  The learned magistrate said: 
“There was certainly great heat produced from the fire and all constables avoided the thing by stepping back when they were first ignited and as they went up in flames, being some distance off the ground, the flags burning emitted a great deal of heat and persons could have been burned if they had not then disbanded the little group and stood individually until such time as the conflagration had consumed the flag or even half consumed the flag and then they got rid of it by tossing them in a pile”.

	The learned magistrate said 

“… there was no great animosity between the protesters and the police … there was a spirit of cooperation by the protesters certainly at the beginning and certainly at the end … generally, the police interfered as little as possible.  They were all around and when they could do nothing, well, they just observed and when I say ‘they do nothing’, that was the question of whether or not to disarm the folk who were carrying the flags and they decided the man power was insufficient ... no arrests were made on the spot”.

	The learned magistrate held that there was no evidence of interference with passers by.  He said there was some potential danger and that there was assumed risk by the protesters to themselves.  He said:

As for the parading and the interference with the motor vehicles, I am not satisfied that that was disorderly.  Interference was slight.  There was obedience.  There was a resumption of parading but there’s no indication to me that any kind of order which was given was an order which was total, irrevocable and required them to depart.  I am not satisfied that the parading was of a disorderly nature at all.

As one might feel as a motorist when going past the Sydney Cricket Ground or the Melbourne MCG when everyone is coming out and you are trying to get out of the park, you have just got to take it as it comes and that is a lawful; this was a lawful occasion.  There’s no evidence whatsoever that this was a band (sic) of protest.  No evidence whatsoever.  So that I do not find as being disorderly.

What might have been disorderly might have been the angry demonstration of the Timorese folk.  I mean it is peripheral to this and it is not part of any kind of particulars that involve these ….. defendants.  I am quite satisfied that the burning of the flag by every standard – the burning of the flags by every standard was disorderly conduct.  I am satisfied that Ms Watson and Mr Vaughan Williams took part in that and they are found guilty of disorderly conduct.”.

	I have previously cited what the learned Chief Justice had to say about the learned magistrate’s finding.  I am, with respect, unable to agree with what the Chief Justice has said.  There was no evidence or finding by the learned magistrate that either appellant had waved a burning flag in the vicinity of others.  There was no evidence or finding by the learned magistrate that either appellant had set a fire on a public street.  As I have already said the only impugned conduct of the appellants is that they individually held aloft a burning flag and, as I have already said, they were not charged with doing so in concert or with any third party.  Each was only charged severally in virtue of their own conduct and, with due respect to the learned Chief Justice, the question was not whether something unlawful could be made lawful by virtue of it being done in the course of a political protest.  The question and the only question is whether each appellant’s behaviour in its circumstances was disorderly for the purposes of s47(a) Summary Offences Act.

	What then is disorderly behaviour as comprehended by s47(a) Summary Offences Act?  We were referred to what have been called the time honoured words of Napier J, as he then was, in Barrington v Austin and Ors [1939] SASR 130 and to the reasons for judgment of the members of the New Zealand Court of Appeal in Melser v Police (supra).  Napier J said:

“I have no doubt that these words ‘disorderly behaviour’, refer to any substantial breach of decorum which tends to disturb the peace or to interfere with the comfort of the people who may be in, or in the vicinity of, the street or place.”


	In Campbell v Samuels (1980) 23 SASR 389 at 391 Zelling J described this passage as a ‘definition’ and as ‘being the standard against which the appellants’ actions in this matter must be judged’.  Compare Kruger v Humphreys [1968] SASR 75 at 77, per Walters J.

	I am of the view, however, with respect, that “disorderly behaviour” is not a legal conception fixed by judicial decision, but rather is an ordinary and rudimentary expression (like “reasonable doubt”) which eludes a priori  definition.  It can be illustrated but not defined; it is to be applied to the circumstances of each case by the finder of fact.  Just as Lord Macnaghten said in Van Grutten v Foxwell [1897] AC 658 at 670 that courts had been unwise to explain the rule in Shelley’s case, so I think it is unwise to attempt to define or to explain the meaning of disorderly behaviour as it appears in s47(a) Summary Offences Act.  In my respectful view Napier J in Barrington v Austin, supra, did not purport or intend to define “disorderly behaviour”.  As Turner J said in Melser (supra) at 444, disorderly conduct is conduct which is disorderly.  That put the matter it in a nutshell.  Like Shelley’s case, it should, if I may be permitted to say so, be kept there, all the time recognising that the behaviour must be sufficiently serious to warrant the interference of the criminal law.

	I do not, with respect, think “disorderly” is simply to be taken as an antonym for “orderly”, in the sense that anything which is not orderly is disorderly or anything which is orderly is not disorderly.  In this respect I respectfully agree with Walters J in Kruger v Humphreys [1968] SASR 75 at 78.  Passively sitting chained to the pillars in Melser’s case, supra, in the circumstances was held, correctly, I think, to be disorderly, and as we know from the celebrated judgment of Lord Macnaghten in Great Western Railway v Bunch (1888) 13 App Cas 31 at 59, 60 there would be no little disorder and consternation at Paddington Station if everybody were to arrive in an orderly fashion, “at precisely the same moment, though the time of arrival were the fittest that could be imagined,” to board their train.  Sometimes out of disorder there is order, and out of order there is disorder.

	In Melser’s case, supra, McCarthy J said at 445-46:


“Unquestionably, freedom of opinion, including the right to protest against political decisions, is now accepted as a fundamental human right in any modern society which deserves to be called democratic.  Its general acceptance is one of the most precious of our individual freedoms.  It needed no Charter of the United Nations to make it acceptable to us; it has long been part of our way of life.  But a democracy is compounded of many different freedoms, some of which conflict with others, and the right of protest, in particular, if exercised without restraint, may interfere with other people’s rights of privacy and freedom from molestation.  Freedom of speech, freedom of behaviour, academic freedom, none of these is absolute.  The purposes of a democratic society are only made practicable by accepting some limitations on absolute individual freedoms.  All this, of course, is rather elementary.

The task of the law is to define the limitations which our society, for its social health, puts on such freedoms.  Sometimes the law defines with precision the boundaries of these limitations; often the definition is stated only in general terms.  In these latter cases, the Courts must lay down the boundaries themselves, bearing in mind that freedoms are of different qualities and values and that the higher and more important should not be unduly restricted in favour of lower or less important ones.”.


	As I have already said it is a question of fact and degree in all the circumstances whether the proven behaviour of each appellant can properly be characterised as disorderly for the purposes of s47(a) Summary Offences Act.  That section states a behavioural prohibition in general terms.  It is for the Court to lay down the line between that which constitutes the offence and that which does not.  Contrary to the view of the learned Chief Justice, I am of the view that the manifest motive of the appellants in doing what they did is a relevant circumstance.  The fact that the flags were objectively seen to be burned in the course of a political protest is, I think, a relevant circumstance.  In my view motive as manifested to others by words and deeds is relevant.  Motive was held relevant in Ball v McIntyre (1966) 9 FLR 239 at 244-245.  I express no opinion as to whether uncommunicated motive is relevant.

	Given the scope of the argument before us and the assertion of a “right to demonstrate” or a “right of protest” (each recognised by Lord Denning in Hubbard v Pitt [1976] 1 QB 142 at 174, 178, 179, and by McCarthy J in Melser v Police, supra, at 445 but denied by Zelling J in Campbell v Samuels (1980) 23 SASR 389 at 392 as constituting a juristic right), it is desirable to say something concerning the legal position of those present, including the appellants, on Harry Chan Avenue on the morning in question, even though, as I have already said, the learned magistrate found the occasion to be lawful, a finding apparently not challenged before Martin CJ, and not challenged by the learned Solicitor-General before this Court.

	The peaceable combination of people in public places for the purposes of expressing opinions and of protest against political decisions is but the exercise of the ordinary civil freedoms of opinion, of speech, of assembly and of association.  These freedoms reflect the importance our society places on open discussion and the search for truth, the need for diversified opinions to be known and for the strengths and weaknesses of those opinions to be identified, the right to criticise, the value of tolerance of the opinions of others, and the social commitment to the value of individual autonomy, all vital to the health of any democratic system of open government.  A peaceful demonstration or protest, whether by assembly or procession in a street is nowadays accepted by members of the community as a safety valve for the community and potentially at least as an agent for change and for the good.  An ordinary incident of any assembly or procession through the streets is some inconvenience to others.  Protests test tolerance of difference and of inconvenience.  There may be some noise.  Members of the public may witness and hear messages they did not wish to see and to hear.  They may consider such messages to be anathema.  There may be a gross affront to some sensibilities.  Nonetheless peaceable protests are to be tolerated in the recognition of the freedom of others to hold different opinions, to speak, to assemble, and to associate.  As Bray CJ said extra-curially on one occasion, “Diversity is the protectress of freedom.”, (1971) 45 ALJ 586.  In short, peaceful demonstrations and protests (whether by way of procession or assembly) are the lawful exercise of freedoms which, whilst necessarily imposing on others, are tolerated in the absence of associated unlawful acts.  Whilst there is, strictly speaking, no juristic right to demonstrate or to protest, these are residual freedoms to do that which is not prohibited by law.  Unregulated by express statutory provisions, any restrictions on demonstrators or protestors are to be found in the law of public nuisance and in the criminal law.  These residual freedoms are not absolute to be exercised without restraint for they are to be exercised subject to other freedoms and the freedom of others.  None of this is to deny the need for public order “without which liberty itself would be lost in the excesses of anarchy.”, see per Goldberg J in Cox v Lousiana 379 US 536.  The only restriction which is imposed upon the user of a highway – whether for peaceful protest or otherwise – is that such user must be reasonable.  It must not be exercised with a reckless disregard for the rights of others.  It is subject to the need for good order and the passage of traffic.  What is reasonable is a question of degree in every case.  What constitutes reasonable use of the highway depends to some extent on the interests sought to be protected.  Although some cases such as Ex parte Lewis (1888) 21 QBD 191 (The Trafalgar Square case); Harrison v Duke of Rutland [1893] 1 QB 142 and Campbell v Samuels (1980) 23 SASR 389 suggest that only a right of passage over highways is lawful, and that any ulterior activity is unlawful, I do not understand that so restricted a view represents the law.  Members of the public, generally speaking, have a right to the unobstructed passage of a highway.  The limits of individual freedom upon the highway depend more upon matters of public interest than of private rights.  Goodhart in an article “Public Meetings and Processions” (1937) 6 Camb LJ 161 drew attention to the distinction drawn in some cases between processions and public meetings on highways, a distinction recognised by Isaacs J in Melbourne Corporation v Barry (1922) 31 CLR 174 at 196.  The distinction has led to some interesting arguments eg. that walking around in a circle is exercising a right of passage rather than taking part in an assembly:  see Tynan v Balmer [1967] 1 QB 91 at 98.  Some cases and dicta suggest a procession is lawful, whilst a public meeting on a highway is ipso facto unlawful.  I can not accept that suggestion and know of no authority binding on this Court to that effect.  The view is contrary to other, and, I think, with respect, preferable authority.  It is not ipso facto unlawful to assemble or to picket on a public street; lawfulness depends on the facts and circumstances in each case: Beatty v Gillbanks (1882) 9 QBD 308, Ward, Lock & Co Ltd v Operative Printers’ Assistants’ Society (1906) 22 TLR 327, Burden v Rigler & Anor [1911] 1 KB 337 at 340, per Lord Alverstone CJ, Pickford and Avory JJ concurring, Hubbard v Pitt, supra, at 177, 178, per Lord Denning, 183 per Stamp LJ, 188, 189 per Orr LJ; Sid Ross Agency Pty Ltd v Actors and Announcers Equity Association of Australia [1971] 1 NSWLR 760 at 767, per Mason JA, Jacobs and Holmes JJA concurring, Dollar Sweets Pty Ltd v Federated Confectioners Association [1986] VR 383 at 389, per Murphy J.  Whilst it may be true, as Isaacs J said, that a procession is prima facie a moving assemblage of individuals exercising in the aggregate their individual rights of passage along a highway, so it may be said, an assembly is prima facie individuals exercising in the aggregate the individual freedom to stand upon the highway.  A procession for the purposes of protest is, with respect, not simply the aggregate of individuals exercising their right of passage.  One purpose of organised procession, far from being for the purpose of passage, is to make in passing a display of their organisation to attract attention to a cause, ie, to voice a protest, the same purpose of an assembly to protest, cf. McGill v Garbutt (1886) 5 NZLR 73 at 75, 76.  The interests of the participants in either an assembly or a procession of protest is not to be gauged by private property interests of the municipal authority in which the highway is vested or of the private interests of the protestors but rather by the balancing of the public interests at stake.  Thus it is that the law of public nuisance and the criminal law restrict individual use of the highway.  Any distinction between public assemblies and public processions on highways arising from private law considerations is, with respect, difficult to understand.  To assemble on a highway is not to use it for a purpose ulterior to its lawful use.  The freedom to assemble and the freedom to participate in a procession upon a highway are residual freedoms only restricted in the absence of express statutory provisions by the law of public nuisance and the criminal law.  Each to be lawful must constitute a reasonable use of the highway.  Each constitutes obstruction of the highway to a degree.  The occasion, the use, the duration of the user, the place and the hour and whether any obstruction is trivial, casual or temporary and with or without wrongful intent, are all relevant considerations.  It is only the unreasonable use of a highway for the purpose of protest, whether by assembly or procession, which is unlawful.  In deciding what is unreasonable the Court bears in mind “… that freedoms are of different qualities and values and that the higher and more important should not be unduly restricted in favour of lower or less important ones.”, per McCarthy J in Melser v Police, supra, at 446, and that it would be contrary to the public interest and to the values of free speech, free assembly, free association, tolerance of difference and individual autonomy that those who for whatever reason do not accept the values of protesters should be able too readily to restrict the actions of peaceable protesters in the name of disorderly conduct.  

	A fear of hostile audiences or of a breach of the peace are no grounds for condemning public protest.  As O’Brien J said in R v Justices of Londonderry (1891) 28 LR Ir 440 at 450:

“If danger arises from the exercise of lawful rights resulting in a breach of the peace, the remedy is the presence of sufficient force to prevent that result, not the legal condemnation of those who exercise those rights.”.

	In the present case the holding of a burning flag was said ipso facto to be disorderly behaviour whilst not otherwise in itself an offence.  The Police could not create an offence by there and then proscribing the doing of that act:  Innis v Wheate  [1984] Tas SR 14 at 18 ff, per Cosgrove J.  The impugned action of the appellants was not alleged or shown to have caused a disturbance.  If calculated to offend it was not alleged or shown to have done so.  It was regarded, I think, rather as a piece of theatre and fairly considered as such by the media and others present.  The Police, as the learned magistrate found, did not attempt to disperse the gathering or “disarm the folk”.  Neither appellant is alleged or shown to have acted contrary to some known police direction.  I am, in all the circumstances, unable to agree that the proven individual conduct of the appellants constituted the offence of “disorderly behaviour”.  Holding aloft a burning flag could not, I think, be fairly described as a gross breach of decorum at that time at that place in those circumstances, or as criminal behaviour, or be properly characterised as disorderly for the purpose of s47(a) Summary Offences Act. 

	It is not necessary to consider the constitutional questions argued or the correctness of Pregelj v Mannison (1987) 51 NTR 1 or any question of selective law enforcement, as to which see Wright v McQualter (1970) 17 FLR 305.

	I would allow each appeal and set aside the convictions and penalties and enter verdicts of not guilty.

-------------------------------

	MILDREN J:

	This is an appeal against a conviction for disorderly behaviour in a public place, contrary to s47(a) of the Summary Offences Act.  On 7 December 1995 the appellants were both part of a group of protestors who, on the twentieth anniversary of the occupation by Indonesia of the former Portuguese colony of East Timor, peacefully demonstrated in front of the Indonesian Consulate, Darwin, by inter alia burning flags bearing the design of the Indonesian army.  The appellants were originally charged with offences against s96(a)(j) of the Fire Services Act, but these were subsequently withdrawn and some months later complaints were laid instead for the offences the subject of this appeal.

	The appellants contend that what they did that day was lawful, and was no more than the engagement by them of their right to free speech, or freedom of communication.  That there is such a right in the Northern Territory cannot be doubted, although whether it is a right recognised by the Australian Constitution in so far as this Territory is concerned, is another matter.  That the right may be exercised by acts, as well as by words, is well established: Levy v Victoria (1997) 71 ALJR 837 at 857 per McHugh J.  In Attorney-General and Observer Ltd. and Others [1990] 1 AC 109 at 283 Lord Goff of Chieveley said:  

…we in this country (where everybody is free to do anything, subject only to the provisions of the law) proceed rather upon an assumption of freedom of speech, and turn to our law to discover the established exceptions to it.

Political protest is not always warmly received by governments or by citizens, but as McHugh J observed in Levy v Victoria, supra, at 857, the right of free speech protects not only rational arguments and peaceful conduct that conveys political or governmental messages, “it protects false, unreasoned and emotional communications as well as true, reasoned and detached communications.”  But it is not an unlimited freedom.  In Melser and Others v Police [1967] N.Z.L.R. 437 at 445, McCarthy J said:  

Unquestionably, freedom of opinion, including the right to protest against political decisions, is now accepted as a fundamental human right in any modern society which deserves to be called democratic.  Its general acceptance is one of the most precious of our individual freedoms.  It needed no Charter of the United Nations to make it acceptable to us; it has long been part of our way of life.  But a democracy is compounded of many different freedoms, some of which conflict with others, and the right of protest, in particular, if exercised without restraint may interfere with other people’s rights of privacy and freedom from molestation.  Freedom of speech, freedom of behaviour, academic freedom, none of these is absolute.  The purposes of a democratic society are only made practicable by accepting some limitations on absolute individual freedoms.  All this, of course, is rather elementary.

	So much was conceded in Levy v Victoria, supra.

	Australia as a country has a long history of tolerance to and recognition of the right of protest as a legitimate form of political expression.  Indeed the Joint Standing Committee on the National Capital and External Territories of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia said, in its report ‘A right to protest’ (May 1997, Australian Government Publishing Service):

There is a strong community expectation that a right to protest should be acknowledged as a fundamental principle of Australian Society.  In the committee’s view, the combination of Australian democratic traditions, implied constitutional guarantees and international obligations provides a basis for accepting that such a right exists.

	With such a strong tradition, wise governments are careful not to pass laws which unnecessarily intrude upon freedom of speech.  Nevertheless, society is entitled to be protected from disorder which may breach the peace or cause hurt or harm to others.  In the context of the implied constitutional freedom, Brennan CJ said in Levy v Victoria, supra, 837 at 840-841:

…while the speaking of words is not inherently dangerous or productive of a tangible effect that might warrant prohibition or control in the public interest, non-verbal conduct may, according to its nature and effect,  demand legislative or executive prohibition or control even though it conveys a political message.  Bonfires might have to be banned to prevent the outbreak of bushfires, and the lighting of a bonfire does not escape such a ban by the hoisting of a political effigy as its centrepiece.

	In the Northern Territory it is not against the law to protest at the actions of a foreign government or its armed forces or to burn its flag or the flag of its army, as such, as a means of political protest.  Whatever we may think of this type of political protest or the message it conveys, is not to the point.  Nor are we in the least concerned by any clamour by politicians or the popular press that people who do these things should be prosecuted.  But, because it is of the nature of things that protestors are sometimes prosecuted by the authorities, and there are sometimes serious misgivings about the motives for such prosecutions, the Courts must be careful to  decide cases such as this according to principles of strict legalism.  As McCarthy J put it in Melser and Others v Police, supra, at 445-46:

The task of the law is to define the limitations which our society, for its social health, puts on such freedoms.  Sometimes the law defines with precision the boundaries of these limitations; often the definition is stated only in general terms.  In these latter cases, the Courts must lay down the boundaries themselves, bearing in mind that freedoms are of different qualities and values and that the higher and more important should not be unduly restricted in favour of lower or less important ones.

	If on analysis of the facts and the law the appellants should be acquitted, so be it.  If they were rightly convicted, then as Holland J said in Police v Geiringer [1990-92] 1 NZBORR 331 at 346:

Any person who takes part in a form of political protest and who offends against the law of the land should be ready and willing to accept the consequences.

	With those introductory remarks, I now turn to the issues in this case.

	The appellants were charged with having “behaved in a disorderly manner in a public place, namely Harry Chan Avenue,” contrary to s47(a) of the Summary Offences Act.  That section provides:

Every person who is guilty-
(a)	of any riotous, offensive, disorderly or indecent behaviour, or of fighting, or using obscene language, in or within the hearing or view of any person in any road, street, thoroughfare or public place;
(b)	to (f) – not relevant

shall be guilty of an offence.
Penalty:  $2,000 or imprisonment for 6 months , or both.

	Offences against this section are simple offences: see Summary Offences Act, s91AA; Criminal Code, s3; Interpretation Act, s38E.  Consequently, the provisions of Part II of the Criminal Code apply to this offence:  see Criminal Code, ss 22 and 23; Pregelj v Manison (1987-88) 51 NTR 1; (1997) 88 FLR 346.

	It was not alleged that this behaviour occurred within the view or hearing of some other person who was in a public place:  c.f. Pregelj v Manison, supra.

	The appellants were not legally represented at the hearing before the learned Magistrate.  The same charge was also laid against a Mr Wesley-Smith, who also represented himself at the hearing and whom the learned Magistrate acquitted.  The way the complaint was formulated, it was not alleged in the complaint that each of the appellants and Mr Wesley-Smith committed the offences in concert, either in the prosecution of a common purpose vide s8 of the Criminal Code, or as accessories vide s12 of the Code.

	The learned Magistrate found that both of the appellants and Mr Wesley-Smith were organisers of the protest.  Mr Wesley-Smith brought the twenty flags which were soaked in kerosene.  There was no evidence as to what the flags represented, and the learned Magistrate made no finding about that, but it was common ground before the Chief Justice and before us that they were the flags of the Indonesian Military forces – ABRI.  The Magistrate found that the flags were distributed to the protesters by Mr Wesley-Smith, and Miss Watson was with him when this was done. After the flags were distributed, the protestors paraded in a “circular and oval” manner, lowering and lifting the flags.  When this was completed, the flag carriers were not, apparently, in a single group as the learned magistrate found that a flag was lit outside of the group in which the appellants were, and that they and others then moved to that single lit flag and ignited their flags from it.  Mr Wesley-Smith was not in that group, and the magistrate made no finding that he was the person who lighted the original flag.  After the flags where lit they were held aloft and close together, and emitted a great deal of heat, causing the police to step back, and his Worship observed that “persons” (it is not clear if he means the protestors or by-standers) “could have been burnt if they had not then disbanded the little group and stood individually until such time as the conflagration had consumed the flag or even half consumed the flag and then they got rid of it by tossing them in a pile.”  His Worship found that this was part of “the plan”.  His Worship found that flags were consumed by fire quickly, and they were thrown onto the pile on the road at a place outside the consulate, about a metre or so from the footpath.  Mr Wesley-Smith went across to another person who was holding a burning flag and threw it onto the pile.  The fire brigade, who were in attendance, and who the Magistrate found knew that some sort of “conflagration” was expected at the protest, put the fire out, and the “folk” ( whom I presume are the protestors) removed the burnt sticks from the road.

	A number of matters were urged upon the learned Magistrate as amounting to disorderly behaviour, but in the end the incident which seems to have founded his Worship’s decision was very narrow, and amounted to the appellants as part of the group holding their ignited flags together for a short period of time before they separated.  It is at this moment that his Worship found that “great heat” was generated and “persons could have been burnt if they had not them disbanded…” etc.  His Worship found that there was “potential danger to people who might want to – in the best interests of order – interfere with somebody carrying one of those flags,” ie. the police.  His Worship, after considering some authorities to which he was referred, concluded that the “burning of the flags by every standard was disorderly conduct” and convicted the appellants.  He acquitted Mr Wesley-Smith because he was “not satisfied the he was in the group that carried the lit flag and threw it down”.  Despite some looseness in the language employed by his Worship in his oral reasons, it seems tolerably clear that the disorderly conduct was confined as I have stated it to be, and these expressions I have emphasised are a short-hand ways of describing the activity which founded his ultimate finding.  However, it is possible that his Worship intended to include all of the activity of the group up to throwing the flags into the pile because he also referred to “potential danger to people who might want to interfere with somebody carrying one of those flags” and the potential danger to the protestors whom he said assumed the risk, although this does not fit well with his acquittal of Mr Wesley-Smith whom he found had taken a partially burned flag from one of the younger protestors and thrown it into the pile, and the finding that “persons could have been burned if they had not then disbanded…” etc.  Clearly, whatever the conduct was, it was the conduct of the appellants as part of the group that seemed to His Worship to be disorderly.

	I should mention that, at the commencement of the hearing, the defendants sought particulars of what conduct was being relied upon as amounting to disorderly conduct.  A number of matters were put which included, as the Magistrate explained it (AB20) as “taking part in the burning of a flag.”  So it seems that the appellants were on notice that the Court was looking at their conduct as members of a group of people acting together.  Although the complaint probably should have referred to s12(1) of the Criminal Code, this is not fatal:  Justices Act, s186, and no point was taken by counsel for the appellants, Mr Wyvill, that the complaint or conviction was defective for that reason.

	There was no finding by the learned Magistrate as to the appellants’ states of mind in relation to the offences, yet the prosecutor put it to his Worship that it was necessary for his Worship to find that the appellants intended to annoy some other person by their conduct (AB121, and 127).  The submissions by Mr Wesley-Smith and by the appellants were that no such intention was proved by the prosecution (AB133, 134, 136).  It is not clear whether this was agitated before Martin CJ, but his Honour found that their motives were irrelevant (AB191), and that finding is the subject of a ground of appeal to this Court.

	Counsel for the appellant contended that as the offence of disorderly behaviour in a public place is a simple offence, s31 of the Criminal Code required the prosecution to establish beyond reasonable doubt that the appellants intended or foresaw as a possible consequence of their actions that the flags would ignite and that they intended to cause or foresaw as a possible consequence of their conduct that this would cause the police to be concerned for their own safety.

	Counsel for the respondents, Mr Pauling QC submitted that the intent to light the flags was clearly established on the evidence, and that, on the facts, the appellants must have foreseen the possibility that the heat caused by the fire would have the “tendency required.”

	The first question is:  what is it by way of mental element that the prosecutor was bound to prove because of s31?  S31(1) of the Code provides that:

…a person is excused from criminal liability for an act, omission or event unless it was intended or foreseen by him as a possible consequence of his conduct.

	The difficulties of interpretation caused by this section are notorious and have been oft commented upon, not only by judges of this Court, but also by the High Court, as well as by academic writers.  Those difficulties are not made easier by the lack of specificity of the notion of precisely what amounts to “disorderly behaviour”.  Nevertheless, whatever the behaviour is, for it to be “disorderly”, it must consist of conduct done by the accused, and this conduct, whatever it was, I consider would fall within the definition of “act” in s1 of the Code.  In Pregelj v Manison, supra, (an offensive behaviour case), Nadar J held at p.16 that the gravamen of “offensive behaviour” was an act which offended another person.  Thus the elements of the offence required proof that not only an act was committed, but the act offended somebody else.  If a broad view of ‘act’ was adopted, Nadar J said that the act of the offending the other person was part of the “act”; if a narrower view was adopted, the offending of the other person was an “event” (which is defined by s1 to be “the result of an act or omission) (see 51 NTR at 17).  In either circumstance, the prosecutor had to prove an intent to offend or foresight that their conduct might be offensive.  Kearney J decided that the offence charged was “an offence of circumstance” which consisted of two elements, the act of sexual intercourse, and the circumstance that it was performed within the view of a person in the lane.  His Honour held that these two external elements together constituted the punishable act, and that there was no criminal liability unless the appellant intended the “punishable act”, ie. both external elements, or foresaw it as a possible consequence of their conduct.  In the circumstances this meant the prosecution had to prove that the defendants knew that they were visible to public view.

	Sometimes an offence may consist of both an act (or omission) and an event.  In other cases, the offence consists only of an act, and no event needs to be proved:  see for example the discussion by Bailey J, with whom Gallop ACJ and Kearney J concurred in The Queen v Mardday and Ors (NT Court of Criminal Appeal, unreported, 3/4/98, at pps 10-11).  In the case of disorderly behaviour in a public place, no event needs to be proved.  The conduct of the appellants either amounted to disorderly behaviour or it did not.  The traditional test of what is disorderly behaviour is:

…any substantial breach of decorum which tends to disturb the peace or to interfere with the comfort of other people who may be in, or in the vicinity of, the street or public place.

(per Napier J, in Barrington v Austin and Others (1939) SASR 130 at 132)

	It is not necessary to prove that the behaviour in fact disturbed the peace or in fact interfered with the comfort of others; it is sufficient if it had the tendency so to do.  This is quite different from the offence considered in Pregelj v Manison in that it was there necessary to prove (on one view of it) that someone else was offended.  Arguably an analagous situation to that in Pregelj v Manison would have been if the appellants had been charged with disorderly behaviour within the hearing or view of any person in a public place.  In that case, the prosecutor might well have had to prove knowledge on the part of the defendant that there were others in a public place within his hearing or view.

	In these circumstances, s31(1) can only have a limited effect.  Notwithstanding the conceptual difficulties involved – which I freely acknowledge – it means no more than the prosecutor must prove that the “acts” amounting to disorderly behaviour were the result of the free exercise of the appellant’s will:  see Breedon v The Queen (1994-1995) 119 FLR 281 at 289;  Pollard v Territory Insurance Office (1997) 114 NTR 9 at 17 per Bailey J.  There is no suggestion in this case that the appellants’ behaviour was not the result of the exercise of their own free will, ie. that they did not intend to light the flags.  It does not make sense to say that the Crown must prove, for example, that the appellants intended that their conduct would have the tendency to disturb the peace or to interfere with the comfort of others.  It is difficult to speak of such an intention in relation to a tendency.  In some cases, it has been held that s31(1) requires proof of knowledge of some fact.  For example in Pregelj v Manison, Kearney J concluded that the ‘punishable act’ attracted no criminal liability unless the defendants foresaw both “external elements,” ie. knew of the circumstance of public visibility.  In this case there is no circumstance similar to that considered in Pregelj v Manison.  The fact that the behaviour had a particular tendency is a quality of the behaviour, not an additional circumstance which amounts to an element.  Therefore proof of knowledge, (or foresight), that the behaviour had the relevant tendency is not required.

	Mr Wyvill, counsel for the appellants, alternatively submitted that their conduct was excused as it was “authorised”: s23 of the Code.  S26(1)(a) of the Code provides that “an act, omission, or event is authorised if it is done, made or caused in the exercise of a right granted or recognised by law”.  He submitted that the relevant right was the right of free speech, and this included symbolic speech, such as burning flags.  The argument was put in two other ways, viz in relation to (a) whether the conduct should be construed as “disorderly” at all and (b) whether s47(a) was unconstitutional or should be read down.  Except as to (a) above, these arguments have been dealt with in the judgement of Gray AJ, and with whom I concur on this topic.

	The final question is whether the learned Magistrate and the Chief Justice were correct in concluding that the conduct amounted to disorderly behaviour.  I think it is far too late to depart from the test laid down by Napier J in Barrington v Austin, supra, which has been approved on numerous occasions by courts in this country: see Rice v Hudson (1940) SASR 290 (F.C.); Daire v Stone (1991) 56 SASR 90 at 93 per Legoe J, and cases therein cited: Poynton v Balcombe (Supreme Court of WA, Rowland J) (1987) Butterworths Unreported Judgements, BC8700709; King v Connor (Supreme Court of WA, Steyler J) (1996) Butterworths Unreported Judgements BC9603573.  To the extent that the test in some of the New Zealand cases may be thought to be different, I consider that Barrington v Austin should be preferred.  Mr Wyvill referred us also to American authorities and decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, but I have not found those decisions persuasive.  Nevertheless I agree generally with what Angel J has written on this topic.  Clearly in a case such as this the appellant’s motives as manifested to others were relevant, and the conduct must be serious enough to warrant the sanction of the criminal law.  Another point which must be mentioned is that the question of whether or not the relevant conduct is considered disorderly is to be decided by reference to contemporary values, and not by the values of another era or of another country.  Whatever may have been the case in New Zealand in 1966 when Melser v The Police [1967] NZLP 437 was decided, I doubt whether the conduct held to be disorderly by the Court of Appeal of New Zealand in the 1960’s would be so held to be disorderly in this country by contemporary standards.    I agree with Angel J that holding a burning flag aloft, in the circumstances of this case, could not be fairly characterised as disorderly, but to my mind, that puts the question too narrowly.  For the reasons already given, the question is whether the appellants’ conduct as part of the group of persons who held the twenty burning flags aloft, were guilty of disorderly conduct.  The learned Magistrate’s conclusion that they were so guilty could not rest on any danger to the members of the group.  The traditional test requires interference with the comfort of others, and there was no evidence that anyone was alarmed by the possibility that the protesters themselves were about to self-immolate or behave in a manner plainly dangerous to themselves.  Counsel for the respondent did not seek to rely on this, but rather on evidence given by a number of the police at the scene to the general effect that they had to step back from the heat of the flames.  Having read the evidence of each of the police officers concerned and seen the video upon which the learned Magistrate so heavily relied in reaching his conclusion, I consider that this Court is in as good a position as was the learned Magistrate to reach its own conclusion:  see Warren v Combes & Another (1979-1980) 142 CLR 531.  In my view this is a case of “much ado about nothing.” No one was seriously inconvenienced or had their comfort seriously threatened; there was no tendency to disturb the peace.  The supposed danger was trifling and insubstantial, and this probably explains why it took the complainant months to decide that charges under the Fire Services Act could not be justified and instead to lay the present charges.  In all the circumstances I do not consider that the appellant’s behaviour warranted the sanctions of the criminal law.  I would allow the appeals, set aside the convictions and penalties, and enter verdicts of not guilty.


--------------------------

GRAY A/J:
	These are two appeals from a judgment of Martin CJ given on 3 October 1997. The issues raised by the appeals are the same in each case.
	On 7 December 1995, the appellants, being members of a group of protestors, gathered outside the Indonesian Consulate in Harry Chan Avenue, Darwin. It seems that the appellants and their companions were supporters of an independent East Timor. They were protesting about the activities of the Indonesian army. They engaged in a good deal of shouting and chanting and surging about on the roadway. A highlight of the protest was the burning of about twenty large flags, said to be Indonesian army flags. To ensure a satisfactory conflagration, the flags had been soaked in kerosene before being ignited. The flags were held aloft whilst burning. As the flames died down the protestors threw the handles of the flags on to a bonfire on the roadway. Each appellant was a participant in these activities which took place at approximately 9.00 a.m.
	The appellants were charged with disorderly behaviour in a public place contrary to section 47(a) of the Summary Offences Act. The matters were heard by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Darwin on 17 October 1996 and the 2 December 1996. On 31 January 1997 judgment was delivered by Mr Hannan SM, who constituted the Court. The learned magistrate convicted each appellant and imposed a fine of $200 plus $20 Victim’s Assistance Fund in default four days imprisonment.
	Each appellant appealed to the Supreme Court against the conviction. The appeals came on before Martin CJ on 12 August 1997. On 3 October 1997, in a reserved judgment, His Honour dismissed each appeal. From that dismissal, the present appeals have been taken.
	The grounds of the present appeals allege, in substance, that Martin CJ erred in upholding the learned magistrate’s decision and in failing to give appropriate weight to the fact that the appellants’ conduct was in the course of disseminating political opinion and argument.
	Upon the hearing of the appeal to this Court there was no issue concerning the findings made by the learned magistrate as to the conduct that he attributed to each appellant.
	On behalf of the appellants, Mr Wyvill first argued that the appellants’ conduct, as found, did not amount to “disorderly behaviour” upon an application of what was described as “the traditional test”. Secondly, it was said that the learned magistrate did not consider the issue of mens rea and that the relevant mens rea was not proved. Thirdly, it was submitted that “the traditional test” must be reconsidered in cases of the expression of political opinion. This was said to be so because the Constitution Act and the Northern Territory (Self Government) Act 1978 operate to implicitly limit the legislative power of the Territory in this area. Therefore, it was said, the legislation creating the offence must be construed more narrowly than hitherto to produce the result that the appellants’ conduct was not unlawful. Alternatively, if the language of section 47 does not permit of the suggested narrow construction, it is invalid.
	Mr Pauling QC, who appeared with Mr Nicholson for the respondent, supported the learned magistrate’s decision. He contended that the only mens rea required was the intentional carrying out of the impugned conduct and that this was not a live issue before the learned magistrate. As to the constitutional argument, Mr Pauling put it that the principles expounded in the free speech cases have no application in the Northern Territory which stands outside the Federal system. Alternatively, Mr Pauling submitted that even assuming the relevant implied freedom operates in the Territory, section 47(a) is a law which is legitimate for the maintenance of an ordered society. It may incidentally impinge upon political communication but is not ivalidated by any implied freedom.
	I now turn to the relevant facts as found by the learned magistrate. I will endeavour to summarise the principal findings as they appear in the learned magistrate’s reasons for decision.
	The protestors numbered about 60 and they carried placards. There were speeches. There was a mixture of ethnic groups. An effigy of President Suharto was hung on a gibbet. The appellants and another man “were instrumental in organising and controlling the protest actions”. Harry Chan Avenue is a wide avenue. At least four police members were present. The flags were handed out and the flag holders and others paraded in a circular motion across the road. The flags were dragged on the roadway. The flag holders crossed and re-crossed the road causing some obstruction to traffic.
	The flags smelt of kerosene. Superintendent Ey, one of the police present, told the protestors not to light the flags, saying “You can’t do this, it is a public street”. This direction was disregarded and about 20 flags were lit. The police considered attempting to disarm the protestors but decided it was not feasible. The burning flags were held aloft and generated great heat. After the flames died down the protestors threw the flag sticks in a burning pile on the roadway about one metre from the footpath outside the consulate. There was a vehicle nearby. The fire produced great heat and the police members were forced back from the flames. Any person nearby could have been burnt. The protestors’ plan was to create a bonfire on the roadway after the main flag burning was over. The bonfire was put out by the Fire Brigade. Something offensive to the protestors appeared at a window of the consulate. This led to “vociferous, angry shouting” by the protestors. One woman, thought to have psychic powers, was “hurling imprecations against the consulate” which were amplified. There was no deliberate interference with passers-by, but there was a potential danger to persons from the fire.
	In summary, the learned magistrate found the burning of the flags “by every standard was disorderly conduct”. Part of the evidence before the learned magistrate was the playing of a video tape which showed a substantial part of events of that morning. The video was shown to this Court and, to my mind, graphically illustrated the proceedings which took place, in particular the burning of the flags and the subsequent bonfire.
	Those being the facts of the transaction in which each appellant was a participant, the first question is whether a case of disorderly behaviour within the meaning of section 47(a) is revealed.
	The Court was referred to a number of decided cases in which judges have succumbed to the temptation to elaborate upon the meaning of “disorderly behaviour” in a context such as the present. It is hard to imagine an English expression which is clearer in meaning. If one is persuaded to add anything to the words themselves I would say that “disorderly” means no more than contrary to the rules of good order. Among the judicial statements to which we were referred, I would accept, with respect, the language of Henry J in Police v Christie [1962] NZLR 1109 at p1113:
	“Disorderly” is the antonym of ‘orderly’, which means regular, obedient to discipline, not unruly.”
	For my part, I do not accept that “disorderly” in section 47(a) must necessarily involve “a substantial breach of decorum which tends to disturb the peace or to interfere with the comfort of other people” Barrington v Austin (1939) SASR 130 per Napier J at p132, or is “likely to cause a disturbance or to annoy others considerably” Melzer v Police [1967] NZLR 437 at 443.
	The ingredients referred to in the last two passages may commonly be present in an instance of disorderly behaviour but they are not, in my view, essential elements of the offence.
	Although the meaning of “disorderly behaviour” is, in my view, readily understood, it may be extremely difficult to determine whether a given state of affairs falls within it. It goes without saying that “the conduct must be sufficiently serious to justify the interference of the criminal law” Melzer v Police (supra) at p444. The test is, of course, objective. But ultimately the question will be answered by the subjective judgment of the fact finding tribunal. There will ordinarily be plenty of room for differences of opinion.
	I have endeavoured to express my understanding of what “disorderly behaviour” involves.
	Looking at the facts found by the learned magistrate, I consider that His Worship was justified in characterising the appellants’ conduct as “disorderly behaviour”. It is apparent from his reasons for decision that the learned magistrate regarded the igniting of 20 large kerosene soaked flags in a main street of Darwin as the decisive factor and I find myself in agreement with His Worship. If this factor had been absent, it might have been reasonable to regard the conduct of the appellants’ group, although noisy and obstructive, as something less than “disorderly”. In this connection it would be relevant to give weight to the fact that political opinion was being expressed and that such activity should not be unreasonably interfered with. But, to my mind, the conflagration put the protestors’ conduct in a quite different light. It was said that some spectacular conduct was required to attract the interest of television crews and thus make the protest effective. I cannot accept that this consideration makes disorderly behaviour orderly. I repeat that I am satisfied that the learned magistrate was justified in classifying the appellants’ conduct, viewed objectively, as “disorderly behaviour”.
	In the course of argument before this Court, Mr Wyvill submitted that the prosecution case was based upon the individual conduct of each appellant. Looked at in that light, Mr Wyvill put it that there was inadequate evidence to support the convictions. I cannot accept this submission.
	It is clear that the learned magistrate treated the burning of a number of flags as a concerted operation conducted pursuant to a plan. The learned magistrate acquitted Mr Wesley-Smith because His Worship was not satisfied that he was a participant in the flag burning exercise. The legal correctness of the acquittal may be doubted, but it demonstrates that the learned magistrate considered that participation in the concerted flag burning operation was the basis of the appellants’ criminal liability. The participants were so obviously acting in concert that it was quite unnecessary to consider the individual activity of each appellant, once satisfied that he or she was a participant.
	In this connection, I should say that I do not consider that the formal complaint should specify the precise basis of criminal liability that the prosecution aims to prove. It is open to the prosecution to put forward alternative foundations of criminal liability. To succeed, the prosecution must satisfy the Court that the proven facts provide a basis in law for attaching criminal liability to the defendants’ conduct. I do not accept that the complaint as laid precluded the prosecution from reliance upon the form of criminal liability expressed in sections 8 and 12 of the Criminal Code.
	Section 181 of the Justices Act provides that it is sufficient that the complaint gives the defendant “a reasonably clear and intelligible statement of the offence…with which he is charged”. This requirement was fully satisfied in each of the present cases.
	At the outset, the appellants sought particulars of the disorderly behaviour. The particulars given included the conduct which the learned magistrate ultimately found constituted criminal liability. It also appears that the appellants had been furnished with the statements of the prosecution witnesses.
	However, the only question in these appeals is whether the convictions, upon some legitimate basis of criminal liability, are supported by the evidence. I am satisfied that they are.
	What I have so far said ignores the questions of mens rea and the impact of the suggested implied freedom of political expression.
	In considering the mens rea point, I put aside for the moment the consideration of section 31 of the Criminal Code.
	The relevant part of section 47(a) of the Summary Offences Act provides “Every person who is guilty of any disorderly behaviour in a public place shall be guilty of an offence”. As a matter of construction it is difficult to read that provision as requiring proof of any mens rea beyond the intentional conduct of the defendant in a public place which, viewed objectively, amounts to disorderly behaviour. To say that the prosecution must prove an intention on the part of the defendant to behave in a disorderly manner makes little sense. The defendant is not the judge of what is or is not disorderly behaviour. The same can be said of proof that the defendant did not honestly and reasonably believe that his conduct was not disorderly. I consider that simply as a matter of construction of the section, it can be seen that Parliament intended that all that need be proved is that the defendant voluntarily did the acts said to constitute the offence and that he or she did them in a public place. If it was an issue whether the acts were done in a public place, the prosecution would have to prove that they were. No doubt, in such a case, the prosecution would also have to prove that the defendant did not honestly and reasonably believe that the acts were not done in a public place. But that requirement has no application in the present cases.
	An offence of the present character can be contrasted with an offence such as was considered in Sherras v De Rutzen (1895) 1 QB 918. In that case section 16 of the Liquor Act prohibited a licensed victualler from supplying liquor to a police constable while on duty. The defendant’s case was that he bona fide believed that the constable was off duty. The members of the Divisional Court had no difficulty in concluding that the defendant had a good defence. At p921, Wright J said:
	“There is a presumption that mens rea, an evil intention, or a knowledge of the wrongfulness of the act, is an essential ingredient in every offence; but that presumption is liable to be displaced either by the words of the statute creating the offence or by the subject matter with which it deals, and both must be considered.”
	This passage was referred to with approval by Gibbs CJ in He Kaw Teh v The Queen [1985] 157 CLR 523 at p528.
	In Police v Pfeifer (1996) 68 SASR 285, the Full Court held that in a prosecution for offensive behaviour, the prosecution do not have to prove knowledge or intent. Doyle CJ, who wrote the principal judgment considered the language of the section and the subject matter and concluded that the presumption that intent or knowledge was an essential element was rebutted. It is true that Doyle CJ considered that the prosecutor must prove that the defendant did not honestly and reasonably believe that the conduct was not offensive. However, it is not clear to me by what reasoning His Honour introduced that reservation. Doyle CJ made it clear that the prosecution did not have to prove that the defendant intended to offend or knew that his conduct would offend. That being the case, it is difficult to see what honest and reasonable belief the defendant could entertain which is said to require disproof by the prosecution.
	I return to what I said at the outset. In my opinion the relevant part of section 47(a) can only be made to work if it is construed in the way I have indicated.
	What I have so far said is based upon the position at common law. But in Pregelj v Manison (1987) 88 FLR 346, it was held that the common law of mens rea is no longer relevant because Part II of the Criminal Code codifies the law of criminal responsibility in the Northern Territory for cases of the kind now under consideration. Mr Wyvill, although initially relying on common law principles, ultimately based himself on section 31 of the Code.
	Section 31(1) provides:
	“(1)	A person is excused from criminal responsibility for an act, omission or event unless it was intended or foreseen by him as a possible consequence of his conduct.”
	The argument for the appellants is that section 31 of the Code produces the result (in accordance with Pregelj v Manison) that the prosecution had to prove
(i)	that the appellants intended their flags to ignite or foresaw as a possible consequence of their conduct that they would ignite; and
(ii)	that the appellants intended to do this in such a way as to cause the police to be concerned for their safety (thereby causing the requisite offence of annoyance or disturbance of the peace) or foresaw this as a possible consequence of the manner in which they ignited their flags.
	I have taken the above paragraph verbatim from the written submissions of the appellants. To my mind, the strained and unnatural language in which the submission is expressed demonstrates the difficulty of seeking to give section 31 such an extended application in the present context.
	In meeting the appellants’ argument on this point, Mr Pauling contended that the matters said by the appellants to require proof by the prosecution are all, in any event, inescapable inferences from the evidence accepted by the learned magistrate and should be taken as proved. If section 31 requires proof of the matters suggested, I accept Mr Pauling’s submission. The inferences can more readily be drawn because each appellant declined to give evidence.
	However, despite what was said in Pregelj v Manison I consider that section 31 has a much more limited application to the facts of this case than that for which the appellants contend. In this case the acts for which the appellants are said to be criminally responsible are the acts constituting the behaviour alleged to be disorderly. Section 1 of the Code provides that “act” means the deed alleged to have been done by the defendant. In the context of this case, all that the prosecution was required to prove was that those acts were intentional. This was an inescapable inference from the circumstances. I do not consider that what I have said is inconsistent with Pregelj v Manison. That case concerned a different offence and very special facts to which the curious language of section 31 had to be applied. As I said earlier, Pregelj v Manison may have had application to the present cases if an issue had been raised that the impugned conduct did not occur in a public place.
	Not surprisingly, at least to me, the learned magistrate said nothing in his judgment concerning the mental elements of the offence. Nor was the question raised in any ground of the appeals or in argument before Martin CJ. Nor was the question raised by any ground of the appeals to this Court. I do not read Martin CJ’s statement that the appellants’ motives were irrelevant as relating to the mens rea point. It related to the appellants’ claims to immunity from prosecution because they were engaged in political protest.
	It was no doubt reasonable to allow the appellants to raise the matter because there were no obvious difficulties about the evidence called below. However, I consider that the lack of interest in the topic until the eleventh hour is an accurate indicator of the weight of the point. Although there is no ground of appeal with which to deal, I do not regard the mens rea point as having any substance.
	Finally, I turn to the implied freedom of speech point which was the subject of much able and interesting argument from each counsel. The point is raised by ground (e) of each appeal.
	For the purpose of disposing of this ground I am prepared to assume that the residents of the Northern Territory have the benefit of the guarantee of freedom of political expression recently found by the High Court to be implied in the Constitution Act.
	It was accepted that the freedom which is guaranteed is not absolute but Mr Wyvill submitted that the notion of “disorder” cannot include political expression. He referred to section 71 of the Code which makes it an offence to interfere with the free exercise of a political right. He argued that the conduct of the appellants was “authorised justified or excused” within the meaning of section 23 of the Code.
	It was common ground that the appellants’ conduct was an expression of political opinion. Therefore the question is whether the inhibiting effect of section 47(a) is a lawful limitation upon the implied freedom.
	To my mind, this question is adequately answered by reference to the recent High Court decision of Levy v Victoria (1997) 71 ALJR 837. In that case a challenge was made to the validity of certain regulations which imposed controls upon those engaged in duck shooting. Regulation 5 had the effect of excluding under penalty any person without a licence from particular areas at particular times. The plaintiff was an activist seeking to stop duck shooting. He breached the regulations (if valid) by entering a prohibited area without a licence. He was charged with summary offences.
	The plaintiff issued proceedings in the High Court seeking a declaration that the regulations were invalid as infringing the implied constitutional freedom to pursue his political purposes. The defendants demurred to the whole of the Statement of Claim on grounds, inter alia, that the regulations did not unreasonably restrict any implied constitutional freedom and that the regulations were not invalid.
	The Court held that the regulations effectively burdened the freedom of persons such as the plaintiff to make political communications but did not go so far as generally to prohibit or regulate such communications. The Court further held that the regulations were reasonably appropriate and adapted to a legitimate end, namely public safety, that was compatible with the relevant freedom of communication.
	Among the statements of principle which appear in the judgments, I select the following:
	“However, while the speaking of words is not inherently dangerous or productive of a tangible effect that might warrant prohibition or control in the public interest, non-verbal conduct may, according to its nature and effect, demand legislative or executive prohibition or control even though it conveys a political message. Bonfires may have to be banned to prevent the outbreak of bushfires, and the lighting of a bonfire does not escape such a ban by the hoisting of a political effigy as its centrepiece. A law which prohibits non-verbal conduct for a legitimate purpose other than the suppressing of its political message is unaffected by the implied freedom if the prohibition is appropriate and adapted to the fulfilment of that purpose. Such a law prohibiting or controlling the non-verbal conduct, if it be reasonable in extent, does not offend the constitutional implication.” per Brennan CJ at p840–841;
	“In other words, the freedom of communication which the Constitution protects against laws which would inhibit it is a freedom which is commensurate with reasonable regulation in the interests of an ordered society.” per Dawson J at p848; and
	“If the direct purpose of the law is to restrict political communication, it is valid only if necessary for the attainment of some overriding public purpose. If, on the other hand, it has some other purpose, connected with a subject matter within power and only incidentally restricts political communication, it is valid if it is reasonable appropriate and adapted to that other purpose.” per Gaudron J at pp854–855.
	In applying the stated principle to section 47(a) of the Summary Offences Act, it is, in my view, clear that the provision is reasonably appropriate and adapted to the purpose of maintaining order in public places. Section 47(a) is perfectly general in its application. It is not aimed at political expression and only impinges upon it obliquely. To say that section 47(a) is invalid or cannot operate to restrict political expression is quite untenable. Section 47(a) does not prohibit political expression or significantly inhibit it. The section merely prohibits disorderly behaviour in a public place.
	I do not consider that any of the grounds argued have been made out. I would dismiss each appeal.
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